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its time to get rid of that unnatural sounding tone in the tracks you
listen to. its never been easier. we cover a wide variety of techniques
you can use to achieve the different sounds for your needs, from the
over half-dozen algorithms to the 4 simple plugins you can use to get
your pitch-shifted audio sounding exactly the way you want. need for
speed shift, you are one of the original (if not first) games to offer a
full and authentic driving experience, offering a choice of exotic cars
from the world’s top performance brands, whose engines are tuned
by experts just for the game. doors opened for the cinematic driving
experience on the road. need for speed shift, blend state-of-the-art
technology, artistic vision, and a deep passion for cars and driving for
a refreshing new approach to gameplay. the game was awarded: e3
2006 game of the year, g-phoria award, game of the year 2006,
excellence in audio award, game of the year 2007, best racing game
(game informer). after the initial setup, you’ll be able to start focusing
on the actual editing of your track, and may be hear some of the
included demos. these demos show off the potential of need for speed
shift, especially if you decide to use the gantletsize studio included
with your purchase. it gives you a good idea of how everything works,
and what the level of quality is going to be when you get to the actual
editing. after the conference, our team (including scott wallace, hank
warren, and garrett rogers) met together to talk about the
performance of our cracker and the results of our gpu2009
collaboration. the particular talk we attended covered the relationship
between fft and graphics acceleration on gpus as well as how the gpu
industry is developing to speed up graphics applications. the fft &
acceleration talk was given by dr. varghese periyasamy at the
gpu2009 conference. we enjoyed the fft talk as we have experience
with fft as a solution to various problems in our cracker architecture.
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if you want to buy more than 4gb of ram, make sure that the system
ships with microsofts 64-bit windows 7 operating system; a 32-bit os

will recognize only a little more than 3gb of whatever ram your
system has. if you purchase a new machine, it will probably come

bundled with a 64-bit os, as more retailers move toward including 4gb
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of ram. budget systems are the most likely to lean toward a 32-bit
osbut even there weve seen a shift to 64-bit, so if you decide to

upgrade your system memory later, the operating system will be able
to handle it. the critically acclaimed shift franchise returns to the

track with shift 2 unleashed. the most immersive racing video game
experience to date brings the true drivers experience to life with all

the intensity and exhilaration of being behind the wheel and
competing in the drivers battle. shift 2 unleashed delivers all the
violence, energy and excitement of race day in a groundbreaking

authentic racing experience. experience visceral first-person racing
like never before. the all-new helmet cam recreates realistic driver
head movements that deliver an unparalleled sensation of speed:

lean and tilt into the apex of corners, feel the impact of every scrape,
bump, and crash, experience true in-cockpit vibrations, and more. you

can pitch-shift without changing the speed of the audio by using
algorithms or plugins dedicated to it. for example, most daws today

allow you to use the elastique 2 or 3 algorithm, which supports pitch-
shifting without timing changes and timing changes without pitch-

shifting. 5ec8ef588b
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